DO NOT USE WITHOUT PROPER TRAINING

ALWAYS:

◆ Sign up on QReserve.com.

◆ Secure rotor properly.

◆ Balance ultracentrifuge tubes and bottles to 0.01 g using the balance that is closest to ultracentrifuges.

◆ Leave ultracentrifuge rotors and buckets clean and dry.

◆ Have all buckets attached on swinging bucket rotors, even if they are empty.
  ● Confirm that “empty” buckets are really empty (someone could have left a tube or debris in one).

◆ Close door and turn on vacuum for half an hour at room temperature after finishing a run.

◆ If using high density solutions like cesium chloride, check rotor manual to determine appropriate maximum RPM.

PLEASE

◆ **DO NOT** initiate a run if it will overlap with others’ reservations.

◆ **DO NOT** exceed recommended acceleration.

◆ **DO NOT** Use water as a counter balance if using dense materials that will pellet as rotor could go out of balance.

For issues or training requests, please contact Dr. Greg Connell